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Abstract— In this paper, a robust output regulation problem
is considered for general infinite-dimensional systems. More
precisely, for the design of the regulator, the controlled output
y(t) and the reference signal yr(t) are assumed to be available.
One mode of the designed regulator is driven by the tracking
error ey(t), and is used for the reference signal tracking and
disturbance rejection, while another mode driven by y(t) is
used to address the plant stabilization. In particular, simpler
and sufficient conditions are provided to injection and feedback
gains. The robustness is achieved based on Internal Model
Principle and verified for non-destabilizing system with model
uncertainties and simultaneous satisfaction of G−conditions is
guaranteed. An uncertain hyperbolic PDE system is used to
demonstrate the paper results.
keyword: Infinite-dimensional systems, robust output regula-
tion, model uncertainty, output feedback.

I. INTRODUCTION

This paper is concerned with the robust output regula-
tion for linear infinite-dimensional systems which include
distributed parameter and time-delay systems. In control
theory, besides the stabilization of control systems, another
important problem is to accomplish the reference trajectory
tracking in the presence of exogenous disturbances. From
the practical point of view, regulating the output of a fixed
plant which is a central problem in control theory, should
account for robustness due to uncertain system parameters.
Robustness does not account for only uncertain parameters
but also encompass the fault tolerant designs [11]. In this
paper, perturbations in the considered plant are treated to be
of relative small order so that the closed-loop stability is not
effected or destroyed by perturbation magnitudes. This is a
standard assumption in many classical works [2], [7], [20] for
linear finite-dimensional systems and recent works [19], [14],
[16], [10] and [4] for linear infinite-dimensional systems. The
robust output regulation has to assure asymptotic tracking
despite of the presence of disturbances and model uncertain
parameters. To this end, Internal Model Principle (IMP) is
an attainable solution. An internal model of the exosystem
has to be taken into account when designing the regulator.
The nominal extended system consisting of the plant and
designed controller, needs to be stabilized. In this way, the
parameters of the controller are determined and the output
regulation is achieved as well. The most important advantage
of the IMP is the fact that once stabilization of the closed-
loop system is completed, then the disturbance rejection will
be achieved automatically, and moreover the reference signal
tracking is accomplished with only reference signal available.
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Compared to traditional geometric approaches, all designed
parameters are independent from the design solutions of the
extended regulator equations and thus robustness is ensured.

Although the general properties of robust output regulation
problems for infinite-dimensional systems were studied in
[18], [17], [8], [4], the development of geometric approaches
for the corresponding regulator design is still a topic of
interest. For distributed parameter system with bounded input
and output operators, [1] generalized geometric approach by
extending design from finite-dimensional systems to infinite-
dimensional systems. Then, the state feedback regulator
problem was considered in [13] for regular systems with
unbounded input and output operators, and in particular
for the first-order hyperbolic systems, the solution of Ric-
cati equation was included to address the state and error
feedback regulator problems, see [21]. Moreover, auxiliary
Sylvester equations were used and novel error feedback
regulator designed was easily developed in [24]. Along the
same line, the combination of geometric approaches and
backstepping transformations resolved the output feedback
regulation problems of boundary controlled parabolic sys-
tems in [3] and of boundary controlled hyperbolic systems
with integral terms in [25]. Recently, Works in [14], [16],
[15] extended Internal Model Principle and designed ro-
bust output regulators for infinite-dimensional systems with
infinite-dimensional exosystems. Along the same line, in [6],
[5] boundary regulators are developed for both parabolic
and 2× 2 hyperbolic systems in backstepping coordinates,
in which the design becomes rather simple.

In this paper, an output feedback regulator is designed for
infinite-dimensional systems. The design novelty is shown by
constructing the robust output regulator. Namely, along the
design procedure, extended regulator equations are obtained.
In particular, since the disturbance location is included
the resulting extended regulator equations, the disturbance
location does not need to be known to the regulator. Instead,
only the internal model S, the reference signal yr(t) and the
output to be controlled y(t) are needed. The final results
still satisfy G−conditions proposed in [9]. However, more
detailed conditions are provided in this paper to ensure
the solvability of the extended regulator equations and the
decoupling Sylvester equation.

After introducing the problem formulation in the next
section, Section III demonstrates the design of the output
feedback regulator based on a decoupled cascade system in
the nominal case. Sufficient conditions for the solvability of
the extended regulator equations and decoupling Sylvester
equation, and observability are given in the same section.
The robustness of the achieved output regulation is explained
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in Section IV. Finally, the robust reference trajectory tracking
and disturbance rejection for coupled hyperbolic system
with spatially-varying parameter uncertainties presents the
developed regulator design.

II. PROBLEM FORMULATION

In this paper, we consider the following infinite-
dimensional single input single output (SISO) system:

ẋ(t) = Apx(t)+Bpu(t)+Dd(t), t > 0 (1a)

y(t) =Cpx(t), t ≥ 0 (1b)

where x(t) ∈ X , u(t) ∈U , y(t) ∈ Y and d(t) ∈ R are state,
input, output, and unmeasurable disturbance generated by
an exosystem that will be shown shortly. Ap, Bp and Cp
are operators A, B and C perturbed by model uncertainties
∆A, ∆B and ∆C, respectively. The spaces X , U , and Y are
Hilbert spaces. A : D(A) ⊂ X → X is the system operator
that generates a C0−semigroup T (t). The other operators
are bounded: B∈L (U,X), C ∈L (X ,Y ), and D denotes the
disturbance location.

The exosystem that is assumed to generate the disturbance
d(t) and the reference signal yr(t) to be tracked is of the
form:

v̇(t) = Sv(t), t > 0,v(0) = v0 ∈W (2a)

d(t) = Ev(t), t ≥ 0 (2b)

yr(t) = Qv(t), t ≥ 0 (2c)

on a finite-dimensional space W = Cn. For simplicity,
the matrix S ∈ L (W ) = Cn×n is configured as S =
diag(iw1, · · · , iwn). Here {iwk}n

k=1 ⊂ R are distinct and
purely imaginary eigenvalues of S. E and Q are matrices
with appropriate dimensions. Consequently, such exosystem
generates e.g., steplike and sinusoidal functions with known
frequency.

We make the following assumption on the plant:
Assumption 1:

(a1.) The pair (A,B) is exponentially stabilizable.
(a2.) The pair (C,A) is exponentially detectable.
(a3.) The transfer function of the plant P(s) ∈L (U,Y )
is nonzero for s ∈ σ(S).

For the perturbed plant, we make the following assump-
tion:

Assumption 2:
(b1.) The operator Ap remains an infinitesimal generator
of a C0−semigroup and Bp, Cp remian bounded linear
operators.
(b2.) The stability of the closed-loop system is con-
served.

In this paper, the robust output regulation problem is con-
sidered and addressed. This amounts to stabilizing tracking
error system so that the output tracking error ey(t) satisfies:

lim
t→∞

ey(t) = lim
t→∞

(y(t)− yr(t)) = 0 (3)

for all initial conditions of the plant (1), of the exosystem (2)
and of the controller to be designed. The property (3) is said
to be robust when it holds for all model uncertainties ∆A,
∆B and ∆C for the non-destabilizing closed-loop system.

III. NOMINAL OUTPUT REGULATION

In this section, the controller is designed based on the
nominal system with ∆A = 0, ∆B = 0, and ∆C = 0 in (1).
According to [17], to reach robust output regulation, the
Internal Model Principle has to be satisfied. For this reason,
a part of controller has the following form:

˙̂v(t) = Sv̂(t)+Byey(t), t > 0, v̂(0) ∈ Cn (4)

To satisfy the Internal Model Principle, S and By have to
satisfy G−conditions in [9]. Therefore, one choice is to set
all elements of By to be nonzero. In other words, if we write

By =

 by1
...

byn

, then byk 6= 0 for all k = 1,2, · · · ,n. On the

other side, this configuration ensures the excitation of all
modes in (4) by ey(t). Consequently, the following observer-
based controller is used for the stabilization of the composite
system consisting of the plant (1) and the system (4).

˙̂x(t) = Ax̂(t)+Bu(t)+L∆y(t) (5a)

u(t) = kxx̂(t)+ kT
v v̂(t) (5b)

The system (5a) is a state observer estimating the state x of
the nominal plant and the observer injection gain L is to be
determined. ∆y = y(t)−Cx̂(t). Moreover, (5b) shows formal
feedback control law as well as feedback gains kx ∈L (X ,U)
and kv ∈L (Cn,U). To solve the output regulation given in
(3) for the nominal case, we need to solve the stabilization of
the nominal plant (1) with internal model (4) by considering
solving (5). To this end, the bounded change of coordinates
is introduced:

v(t) = Iv(t) (6a)

ex(t) = x(t)−π
T
w v(t) (6b)

ev(t) = v̂(t)−Πv(t) (6c)

êx(t) = x̂(t)− π̂
T
w v(t) (6d)

with πT
w ∈L (Cn,X), π̂T

w ∈L (Cn,X), and Π ∈ Rn×n.
In order to make the resulting (ex,ev, êx)−subsystem in-

dependent from v, one obtains πT
w ,Π, π̂T

w as solutions to the
extended regulator equations:

Aπ
T
w −π

T
w S+DE +BkT

v Π+Bkxπ̂
T
w = 0 (7a)

Aπ̂
T
w − π̂

T
w S+L∆π̃y +BkT

v Π+Bkxπ̂
T
w = 0 (7b)

Cπ
T
w −Q = 0 (7c)

SΠ−ΠS = 0 (7d)

with ∆π̃y =C
[
πT

w − π̂T
w
]
. Observe the above equation, since

S is a diagonal matrix with distinct eigenvalues, then Π in
(7d) is also a diagonal matrix with arbitrary elements on the
diagonal line. This freedom is used to make (7a)-(7c) hold
simultaneously.

Then, the closed-loop nominal system and ey(t) = y(t)−
yr(t) takes the form:

ėx(t) = Aex(t)+Bkxêx(t)+BkT
v ev(t) (8a)
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˙̂ex(t) = Aêx(t)+Bkxêx(t)+BkT
v ev(t)+L∆ỹ(t) (8b)

ėv(t) = Sev(t)+ByCex(t) (8c)

ey(t) =Cex(t) (8d)

in the new coordinates, with ∆ỹ(t) = C [ex(t)− êx(t)]. Sup-
pose that the extended regulator equations (7) have a solution
πT

w , Π, and π̂T
w . Then, a stabilization of the origin of

(ex,ev, êx)−subsystem (8a)-(8c) directly indicates nominal
output regulation (3) in view of (8d). This stabilization is
independent from the disturbance location and the modelling
of signals in (2b)-(2c) because the extended regulator equa-
tions (7) is assumed to be solvable. Therefore, knowledge
of these quantities is not needed but only the solvability of
the extended regulator equations (7) is required. Moreover,
if no exogenous signals are present to affect the plant, then
(6b)-(6d) means ex = x, ev = v and êx = x̂. As a result, the
controller (8b)-(8c) also stabilizes the origin of the closed-
loop plant in the original coordinates.

Equations (8a)-(8c) is a highly coupled system contain-
ing infinite and finite-dimensional subsystems. In order to
simplify the presentation of the coupled system and thus
to determine kx, kT

v and L easily, two new coordinates are
introduced here:

ẽx(t) = ex(t)− êx(t) (9)

εv(t) = ev(t)−Hex(t) (10)

in (6b) and (6c), where H ∈L (X ,Cn) is to be determined.
In the above new coordinates, a cascade system is then

obtained:

ėx(t) =
[
A+B

(
kx + kT

v H
)]

ex(t)
−Bkxẽx(t)+BkT

v εv(t)
(11a)

ε̇v(t) =
(
S−HBkT

v
)

εv(t)+HBkxẽx(t) (11b)

˙̃ex(t) = (A−LC) ẽx(t) (11c)

if the operator H ∈ L (X ,Cn) satisfies the following
Sylvester equation:

SH−H
[
A+B

(
kx + kT

v H
)]

+ByC = 0 (12)

on D(S).
For simplicity, we use k̃x = kx+kT

v H and B̃H = HB. Then,
(8) and (12) can be written as:

ėx(t) =
[
A+Bk̃x

]
ex(t)−Bkxẽx(t)+BkT

v εv (13a)

ε̇v(t) =
(
S− B̃HkT

v
)

εv +HBkxẽx(t) (13b)

˙̃ex(t) = (A−LC) ẽx(t) (13c)

if the operator satisfies:

SH−H(A+Bk̃x)+ByC = 0 (14)

Obviously, one can first find k̃x such that the operator A+
Bk̃x generates an exponentially stable C0−semigroup TK(t)
for t > 0, and thus TK(t) has property ‖TK(t)‖ ≤Mxeβxt for
constants Mx > 0 and βx < 0. Suppose that the equation (14)
is solvable, then H can be obtained. Finally, B̃H = BH can

be computed and the remaining part is to find kT
v such that

the matrix S− B̃HkT
v is Hurwitz. Due to (a2) in Assumption

1, it is possible to find L so stabilize the operator A−LC and
the resulting C0−semigroup TL(t) satisfies ‖TL(t)‖ ≤Moeβot

for Mo > 0 and βo < 0.
The significant step to guarantee the successful design

of the regulator is to ensure the existence of solution to
the Sylvester equation (14). In what follows, solvability
conditions will be provided.

Lemma 1: (Solvability) The decoupling Sylvester equa-
tion (14) has a unique solution H ∈L (X ,W ) on the domain
D(S), if the following operator is invertible:[

s−
(
A+Bk̃x

)]
,∀s ∈ σ(S) (15)

Proof: We begin the proof with defining vectors eT
k =[

01,k−1 1 01,n−k
]

with 0 < k ≤ n. Premultiplying (14)
by eT

k , one obtains a set of scalar equations:

iwkh∗k−h∗k
(
A+Bk̃x

)
+b∗ykC = 0 (16)

for k = 1,2, · · · ,n, with h∗k = eT
k H and b∗yk = eT

k By. Obviously,
it is easy to write H and By as Hx =

[
h∗1 · · · h∗n

]T x
and By =

[
b∗y1 · · · b∗yn

]T
. Therefore, the invertibility

of
[
iwk−

(
A+Bk̃x

)]
directly indicates the existence and

uniqueness of h∗k for k = 1,2, · · · ,n, and thus the existence
and uniqueness of H is ensured.
From (16), h∗k is computed as:

h∗k =−b∗ykCR
(
iwk;A+Bk̃x

)
Then, it is straightforward to write Hx as

Hx =−

 by1CR
(
iw1 : A+Bk̃x

)
...

bynCR
(
iwn : A+Bk̃x

)
x

As a consequence, we compute the term B̃H = HB:

HB =−

 by1P̃K(iw1)
...

bynP̃K(iwn)


with P̃K(iwk) =CR

(
iwk : A+Bk̃x

)
B, k = 1,2, · · · ,n.

Lemma 2: (Observability) If the pair (S,By) is control-
lable, then the pair (S, B̃H) is also controllable.

Proof: From Ch.2.4.1 of [12], the pair (S, B̃H) is
controllable if eT

k B̃H = b̃∗hk 6= 0 for all k = 1,2, · · · ,n, since
S has distinct eigenvalues. Here eT

k is already defined in
Lemma 1. From Lemma 1, the term b̃∗hk is rewritten as:

b̃∗hk = eT
k HB

=−eT
k ByC

[
iwk−

(
A+Bk̃x

)]−1B
=−eT

k ByP̃K (iwk)

Due to (a3) in Assumption 1, it is easy to find k̃x such that
the transfer function of stabilized plant P̃K(s) is nonzero for
s ∈ σ(S), i.e, P̃K(s) 6= 0, ∀s ∈ σ(S). Because the pair (S,By)
is controllable, then eT

k By 6= 0 for all k = 1,2, · · · ,n, and thus
b̃∗hk 6= 0.
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From Lemma 2, the controllability of the pair (S,By)
directly means b∗yk 6= 0, ∀k = 1,2, · · · ,n. For simplicity, By
can be chosen such that b∗yk are nonzero constant for all k =
1,2, · · · ,n. It is easy to check that this configuration always
satisfy G−conditions presented in [9], i.e, N (By) = {0} and
R(By)∩R(S− iwkI) = {0}.

Through above illustration, the output feedback regulator
(4) and (5) is designed to resolve the output regulation
problem for the plant (1) with the exosystem (2). Moreover,
injection and feedback gains are found. In order to make
the design procedure more clear, the main steps are listed in
following:

Algorithm 1: Design of the output feedback regulator
step 1: Find feedback gain k̃x to stabilize the operator A+Bk̃x;
step 1: Given selected By, solve the Sylvester equation (14) for H;
step 2: Calculate B̃H = HB and find kT

v such that S− B̃H kT
v is Hurwitz;

step 3: Find L to stabilize the operator A−LC;
step 4: Given computed k̃x, kT

v and H, compute kx = k̃x− kT
v H;

step 5: Construct the output feedback regulator (4)–(5).

Theorem 1: Consider the controller (4)-(5) with the feed-
back gains kx and kT

v and the observer gain L found in
Algorithm 1. If we define a negative constant as β̃ =
max(βx,βv,βo) < 0 with βv = maxλ∈σ(S−B̃H kT

v )
ℜ(λ ), then

the origin of the (ex,ev, êx)−subsystem (8a)-(8c) is expo-

nentially stable in the norm ‖·‖ =
(
‖·‖2

X +‖·‖2
Cn +‖·‖2

X

) 1
2
.

More, precisely, the closed-loop state ε̃(t) = col (ex,ev, êx)
satisfies ‖ε̃(t)‖≤Mα̃ eα̃t ‖ε̃(0)‖, t ≥ 0, for all ε̃(t)∈X⊕Cn⊕
X and Mα̃ . Moreover, the output regulation is achieved, i.e.,
(3) holds.

Theorem 2: The extended regulator equations (7) has a
solution πw ∈L (Cn,X), π̂w ∈L (Cn,X), and Π ∈L (Cn),
if the function PLK(s) =CR(s;A−LC+Bkx)B exists and is
nonzero for all s∈ σ(S), and all elements of kT

v are nonzero.
Proof: We begin with rewriting the extended regulator

in (7) as the following decoupled form:

π
T
w S−Aπ

T
w = DE +BkT

v Π+Bkxπ̂
T
w (17a)

π̂
T
w S− (A+Bkx−LC) π̂

T
w = LQ+BkT

v Π (17b)

Cπ
T
w −Q = 0 (17c)

SΠ−ΠS = 0 (17d)

Postmultiplying (17a), (17b) and (17c) with ek, and premul-
tiplying and postmultiplying (17d) with eT

k and ek for k =
1,2, · · · ,n, where eT

k , ∀k = 1,2, · · · ,n were already defined in
the proof of Lemma 1, a set of sub-equations are obtained:

iwkπ
∗
wk−Aπ

∗
wk = DEek +BkT

v Πk +Bkxπ̂
∗
wk (18a)

iwkπ̂
∗
wk− (A+Bkx−LC) π̂

∗
wk = Lq∗k +BkT

v Πk (18b)

Cπ
∗
wk = q∗k (18c)

iwkΠ
∗
k− iwkΠ

∗
k = 0 (18d)

with πT
w =

[
π∗w1 · · · π∗wn

]
, π̂T

w =
[

π̂∗w1 · · · π̂∗wn
]
,

Π = diag(Π∗1, · · · ,Π∗n), Πk =
[

01,k−1 Π∗k 01,n−k
]T

and Q =
[

q∗1 · · · q∗n
]
. Observe (18d), Π∗k is

arbitrary and to be determined to assist (18a)-
(18c). Observe (18b), given fixed but unknown Π∗k ,
the invertibility of [s− (A+Bkx−LC)], ∀s ∈ σ(S)
uniquely determine the existence of π̂∗wk, i.e.,
π̂∗wk = R(iwk;A+Bkx−LC)

(
Lq∗k +BkT

v Πk
)
. The existence

of the function PLK(s) directly means the invertibility
of [s− (A+Bkx−LC)]. Then, from (18a), π∗wk are
uniquely determined due to (a3) in Assumption 1 and
π∗wk = R(iwk;A)

[
DEek +BkT

v Πk +Bkxπ̂∗wk

]
given fixed Π∗k

and calculated π̂∗wk. Now we insert the solutions π∗wk and
π̂∗wk into (18c) to determine Π∗k . Expanding (18c) yields:

−CR(iwk;A) [I +BkxR(iwk;A+Bkx−LC)]BkT
v Πk

=CR(iwk;A)DEek−q∗k
+CR(iwk;A)BkxR(iwk;A+Bkx−LC)Lq∗k

(19)

From Woodbury formula and the identity R(iwk;A) =
R(iwk;A−LC) [I−LCR(iwk;A−LC)]−1, we have

CR(iwk;A) =CR(iwk;A−LC) [I−LCR(iwk;A−LC)]−1

= [I−R(iwk;A−LC)L]−1CR(iwk;A−LC)

CR(iwk;A) [I +BkxR(iwk;A+Bkx−LC)]

= [I−R(iwk;A−LC)L]−1

×CR(iwk;A−LC) [I +BkxR(iwk;A−LC+Bkx)]

= [I−R(iwk;A−LC)L]−1CR(iwk;A−LC+Bkx)

As a result, the equation (19) becomes to:

[R(iwk;A−LC)L− I]−1CR(iwk;A−LC+Bkx)BkT
v Πk

=CR(iwk;A)DEek−q∗k
+CR(iwk;A)BkxR(iwk;A+Bkx−LC)Lq∗k

Due to condition that PLK(s) 6= 0, the terms ∀s ∈ σ(S),
kT

v ΠK are uniquely determined. If rewrite kT
v as kT

v =[
kv1 · · · kvn

]
, one immediately has kT

v Πk = kvkΠ∗k . Ap-
parently, Π∗k can be determined uniquely only if kvk 6= 0 for
all k = 1,2, · · · ,n.
In Theorem 3, kT

v can be set up to satisfy an alternative
condition that the pair (kT

v ,S) is observable. This requires
kT

v ek 6= 0, ∀k = 1,2, · · · ,n, since S is a diagonal matrix.

IV. ROBUST OUTPUT REGULATION

In this section, the robustness of the output regulation for
the uncertain plant (1) with the output feedback regulator (4)
and (5) is considered and discussed. Assume that for uncer-
tain parameters Ã = A+∆A, B̃ = B+∆B and C̃ =C+∆C, the
extended regulator equations (7) still have unique solutions
πT

w , Π and π̂T
w . It is straightforward to see the closed-loop

system (1), (2a) and (4)-(5) with ey(t) = y(t)−yr(t) is given
by (8) with Ã, B̃ and C̃. Considering the nominal case with
∆A = 0, ∆B = 0 and ∆C = 0, the close-loop system (8a)-
(8c) is exponentially stable due to Theorem 1. Hence, robust
output regulation is achieved if the model uncertainties ∆A,
∆B and ∆C do not destroy the exponential stability of the
closed-loop system (8a)-(8c). This result is shown in the next
theorem.

Theorem 3: The output regulator (4)-(5) solves the output
regulation problem for all model uncertainties ∆A = 0, ∆B =
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0 and ∆C = 0. If an exponentially stable origin of the closed-
loop system (8a)-(8c) with Ã, B̃ and C̃ is ensured, then
lim
t→∞

ey(t) = 0.
Proof: Because the exponential stability of the closed-

loop system (8a)-(8c) is not destabilized by model uncertain-
ties, then the conditions in Theorem 2 are independent from
the the model uncertainties and the observer design in (5).
Therefore, the conditions in Theorem 2 are satisfied, which
implies the solvability of the extended regulator equations.

V. NUMERICAL SIMULATION

In this subsection, an illustrative coupled hyperbolic PDE
system is studied to demonstrate the construction and per-
formance of the proposed regulator (4)-(5).

∂x1
∂ t (ζ , t) =− ∂x1

∂ζ
(ζ , t)+ γ1 (ζ )x1 (ζ , t)

+γ2 (ζ )x2 (ζ , t)+u(t)
(20a)

∂x2
∂ t (ζ , t) =− ∂x2

∂ζ
(ζ , t)+ γ3 (ζ )x1 (ζ , t)

+γ4 (ζ )x2 (ζ , t)+0.8eζ d (t)
(20b)

x1 (0, t) = 0, x2 (0, t) = 0 (20c)

y(t) = x2(1, t) (20d)

with
[

x1(t)
x2(t)

]
∈ L2(0,1)2 and ζ ∈ (0,1) , t ∈ R+. The output

to be controlled y(t) is obtained through boundary point
evaluation of the state x2(ζ , t), respectively. The nominal
spatial varying coefficients are γ1(ζ ) = 2ζ 2(ζ +2), γ2(ζ ) =
−5eζ , γ3(ζ ) = 0.75(1 + ζ ) and γ4(ζ ) = −3(1 + eζ ). We
are interested in designing an output feedback regulator
to achieve the robust asymptotic tracking of sinusoid ref-
erence signal yr(t) = M0 sin(w0 + φ0) for M0,φ0 ∈ R and
w0 = 5, and the robust steplike disturbance rejection d(t) =
D0 for D0 ∈ R. These signals can be modelled by (2)
with S = diag(0, iw0,−iw0), E =

[
E1 0 0

]
, E1 ∈ R

and Q =
[

0 −2 2
]
. The initial condition v0 is v0 =[

1 0.5i 0.5i
]
.

Writing (20) as the algebraic form (1), then operators in
(1) are denoted by:

A =

[
− ∂

∂ζ
+ γ1 (ζ ) γ2 (ζ )

γ3 (ζ ) − ∂

∂ζ
+ γ4 (ζ )

]
,

on the domain D (A) =
{

h ∈ H1(0,1)2,h1(0) = 0 = h2(0)
}

B =

[
1
0

]
,G =

[
0

0.8eζ

]
C =

[
0

∫ 1
0 c(ζ )(·)dζ

]
where c(ζ ) = 1

2υ
1[ζ1−υ ,ζ1+υ ] (ζ ) with ζ1 = 0.995 and υ =

0.05, and 1[a,b] (ζ ) =
{

1,ζ ∈ [a,b]
0, otherwise .

For the sake of simplicity, the injection gain By is
chosen as: By =

[
1 1 1

]T to ensure the controlla-
bility of pair (S,By). The operator A in the considered
system generates an exponentially stable C0−semigroup

and thus kx can be chosen as 0. Therefore, B̃H =
−
[

P(0) P(iw0) P(−iw0)
]T with the transfer function

P(s) =CR(s;A)B. Using the numerical method in [22], P(s)
and CR(s;A) are computed with s = 0, i ∗ 5,−i ∗ 5. Then,
B̃H =

[
−0.2095 0.1054+0.6771i 0.1054−0.6771i

]T .
Moreover, H is calculated:

Hx =
[
−0.2095 0.1054+0.6771i 0.1054−0.6771i
−0.0962 0.1886+0.6266i 0.1886−0.6266i

]T

×
[ ∫ 1

0 c(ζ )x1(ζ , t)dζ∫ 1
0 c(ζ )x2(ζ , t)dζ

]
Consequently, kT

v is chosen as kT
v =

[
−6 2 2

]
to

assign the eigenvalue set {−1.2101,−2.5439±8.9489i}
to S − B̃HkT

v . The corresponding feedback gain kx
is then kxx = −kT

v Hx = 1.8894
∫ 1

0 c(ζ )x1(ζ , t)dζ +

0.6904
∫ 1

0 c(ζ )x2(ζ , t)dζ . Based on results in [23], the
injection gain L is chosen as L = kB with k ∈ [−k∗,k∗]
for some positive constants k∗ > 0. Figures 1-3 present
the resulting disturbance rejection behaviour for parameter
uncertainties ∆γ1(ζ ) = −0.2γ1(ζ ), ∆γ2(ζ ) = −0.3γ2(ζ ),
∆γ3(ζ ) = 0.2γ3(ζ ) and ∆γ4(ζ ) = −0.3γ4(ζ ). Thereby,
the steplike disturbance is D0 = 2. A sinusoid reference
signal yr(t) = 2sin(5t) is applied and the resulting resulting
reference trajectory tracking behaviour is shown in Figure 4.
The result verifies robust output regulation in the reference
tracking behaviour for the same uncertain model.

0 5 10 15 20
-15

-10

-5

0

5

Fig. 1. Closed-loop disturbance rejection behaviour of closed-loop sys-
tem with model uncertainties ∆γ1(ζ ) = −0.2γ1(ζ ), ∆γ2(ζ ) = −0.3γ2(ζ ),
∆γ3(ζ ) = 0.2γ3(ζ ) and ∆γ4(ζ ) = −0.3γ4(ζ ) for a steplike disturbance
D0 = 2.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, due to the model uncertainties, a robust
output regulator is considered and designed. Since the de-
signed regulator has to satisfy Internal Model Principle and
G−conditions introduced in [17], the results in this paper are
similar to the work in [17]. However, the design procedure
and analysis are different. In particular, an easier interpre-
tation is presented. Moreover, more details and additional
conditions are provided for injection and feedback gains
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Fig. 2. The evolution of state x1(ζ , t) under disturbance rejection control
for uncertain closed-loop system.
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Fig. 3. The evolution of state x2(ζ , t) under disturbance rejection control
for uncertain closed-loop system.

design such that the solvability of the extended regulator
equations is ensured and G−condtions are easily satisfied.
More precisely, results in Theorem 3 are new. Future work
will extend the present approach to boundary controlled
infinite-dimensional systems and high order systems.
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